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Embrace the Suck

By Stephanie Severn, WDCTA President
I bet that got your attention. Probably not the nicest title
for a President’s Message, but I will explain...in a
moment. First, the fun stuﬀ.
First, a Host of Congrats!
It has been amazing to read all the stories from members’ trips to Regionals. We have had many members
compete all around the country in traditional and western
dressage, as well as eventing. Congratulations to all our
members who worked hard and competed this year. I’m
also looking forward to the upcoming Awards Banquet
in March! It was also interesting for me to follow one
member’s tale from the Thoroughbred Makeover competition at the Kentucky Horse Park for the Retired
Racehorse Project.
Congratulations also goes out to Membership chairwoman, Diane Brault, on her Honorable Mention in the
USDF GMO Newsletter Awards for her General Interest
article, “A Simple Little Goal,” which ran in the Dec. 2017
issue of the eQuester! That issue and article can be
found here. https://www.wdcta.org/2017_forms/
12_17eQuester.pdf
Debbie Rodriguez
Another congratulations to WDCTA member, Megan
McIsaac, who recently went through the extremely
rigorous examinations to become a USDF Certified
Instructor at Training through Second Level. Testing was
at the end of October. At the same time, one additional
instructor tested out and is now certified at Training –
First Level. For the very first time, Wisconsin now has
two USDF Certified Instructors!
By the publishing of this month’s newsletter, we will have
our Chapter Boards and the State Board seated for 2019.

A warm welcome to our new members on the State
Board! Donna Destrampe is the incoming UP Chapter
President. Donna is well known as one of the founders of
the UP Chapter and served previously as their first
Chapter President! Congratulations to Kettle Moraine
Chapter for adding enough members to earn an
additional seat at the State Board, and their new Chapter
Representative is Cindy Husar-Marschke.
And speaking of the State Board, at writing, we are still
looking for someone to take on the position of Communications/WHC Representative. This person would be our
liaison for the Wisconsin Horse Council and would attend
their meetings (in person or via teleconference) and
report back to WDCTA. Please contact me if you are
willing to serve in this capacity.
Remember to renew your WDCTA membership. Our
membership year mirrors the USDF, so our new year
begins Dec. 1. We held a membership drive, and anyone
who joined or renewed before Nov. 30 was entered to win
a WDCTA logo dressage saddle pad! The drawing will
occur Dec. 15, with the winner announced in the January
eQuester.
USDF Challenges
In a few weeks from my writing of this, I will be traveling
to Salt Lake City for the USDF Annual Convention. I will
do my best to live-blog throughout each day via our
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proposed increase for GMO
member dues. The USDF is proposing a $4 increase in
GMO member dues. To explain, a significant portion of
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Have a Happy New Year!
Please renew your advertising so members
and others can find you.

President’s Message continued
your WDCTA dues go to the USDF
for your Group membership. Currently it’s $20. If the proposal
passes, it would go up to $24 for the
start of the 2020 membership year
(Dec. 1, 2019). USDF explained that
GMO member dues have not
increased since 2010. After feedback from members, my plan is to
vote “No” on this proposal; however,
I do expect it will pass and become
a reality. In this age where most
GMOs are struggling to stay afloat, I
and many others are concerned this
might be the nail in the coﬃn for the
survival of many smaller USDF GMO
organizations. If this rate increase
happens, WDCTA’s State Board will
have to decide how it will impact our
dues for 2020. Do we pass it along
to our members in an increase, or try
to absorb some or all of it? If we
absorb some or all of it, it negatively
impacts WDCTA’s budget. No
answer is a happy answer. Herein
lies the first part of “embrace the
suck.” Sometimes we are forced to
make unhappy decisions.

Other Challenges, This One
Personal
I signed up to run alongside my
friend, Melissa, in the Half Marathon
at the recent Madison marathon.

The race was Nov. 11,
which was also the weekend of the USDF Nationals.
If you recall, it was quite
cold that weekend! In
Madison, it was in the low
20s with a not-so-lovely
breeze out of the northeast.
We ran along the Mendota
lakeshore, which had ice
forming along the shoreline.
Remnants of an earlier
snowfall meant there was
ice in places along our
route. Melissa and I had
struggled with how to dress
for the race—the same
problem riders had at
Nationals in Kentucky,
where it was cold and rainy.
The problem is, too many
layers, and you really
sweat, prompting the need
to remove a layer during
the run. Too few and you
flirt with becoming chilled
and hypothermic, and
being pulled from the race
by EMTs. I opted to go with winter
running tights, my winter wind pants,
two long-sleeve running shirts which
wick moisture, and a “spring”
running jacket which was easy to get
in and out of while running. I found a
cute pair of cotton gloves with
snowflakes on them. Perfect! Lastly,
I bought and wore, which you
cannot see in the photo, an ear band
that says, “Embrace the Suck.”
The below-freezing temps meant the
water and Gatorade at the aid
stations were freezing and ice was in

the cups! This compounds the
dehydration problem of running a
long race in the winter. The cold
winter temps actually dehydrate you
faster than heat, and your body
doesn’t respond to the need for
water as quickly. Ingesting ice water
is also never a good idea in winter.
But, we embraced the cold and the
suck, and finished the run. And
surprisingly, it was fun!
Here’s to 2019 where you tackle
your riding challenges, have
successful outcomes and—most
importantly—have fun!

Calendar of Events

WDCTA CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
Dec. 16
Southwest Chapter Death by Chocolate
Holiday Party at 1 p.m.
Location: Ingrid Krause’s home
Details and RSVP here.
Guests are welcome.
Bring a dish to pass and (optional) bring a
gift valued up to $25 for the exchange.

WDCTA CLINICS
Mar. 2-3, 2019
Kettle Moraine Debbie A. Rodriguez Clinic

SHOWS AND OTHER EVENTS
July 20-21, 2019
Southwest Chapter Capital Mini Event

Ringing in the New Year with Thanks
At the end of the year, it’s appropriate to thank members for being a part of
our organization and thank volunteers for giving of their time and energy to
serve on the state and/or chapter boards, and help at chapter and state
activities (shows, clinics and other WDCTA-sponsored events).

Caryn Vesperman
Editor

All advertisements,
articles and photographs
(with photo release)
should be submitted by
the 15th of the preceding
month of publication.
Calendar of events will
appear in both the
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Member of the Year!
To that end, it’s time to nominate someone from WDCTA who has given of
themselves to further our mission of eduction and promotion of dressage
and eventing. Nominations for Member of the Year are due Jan.15. Include
a short explanation about why the member is being nominated. Nominations
for Member of the Year should be sent to WDCTA State Board Secretary
Melinda at secretary@wdcta.org. You would be amazed how good members
feel for being nominated and receiving the recognition for their eﬀorts. We
have a lot of members who give of themselves selflessly for WDCTA, and
now’s the time we can honor them.
My Personal Thanks to You
I want to thank all of you who have submitted articles, photos, snippets of
news, calendar submissions, and more to the newsletter. I simply could not
put this newsletter together without you. It would definitely have very little
content and would be very boring without you! I also appreciate the kind
notes you have sent me about liking the newsletter or learning something
from an article that has been submitted by a member. Thank you from the
bottom of my editor’s heart!
I wish you a wonderful holiday season. I also wish you good health and
warm times with family and friends (including our furry ones).
Happy Holidays!

Caryn

Making a List and Checking it Twice…
Do you shop online at Amazon? Help support WDCTA just by shopping at
Amazon! How? Through the AmazonSmile program. AmazonSmile lets you
enjoy the same wide selection of products, low prices, and convenient
shopping features as on Amazon.com. The diﬀerence is when you shop on
AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate
0.5% of the purchase price to WDCTA.
On your first visit to AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), select WDCTA
(Search for Wisconsin Dressage & Combined Training Association) as your
charitable organization to receive donations from eligible purchases before
you begin shopping. The site will remember your selection, and then every
eligible purchase you make at smile.amazon.com will result in a donation to
WDCTA.

Florida Snowbird

Preparing for the Winter Escape
By Caryn Vesperman
I have wanted to winter in the West
Palm Beach (WPB) area for at least
a decade, but my career just would
not allow a month or more away
from home. (Believe me, I tried!) This
year, it became possible. I’ll be
taking my two horses (Diamond
Dureza and Tanqueray MRF) for four
months, starting in mid-December.
But to do this, I had a lot to learn
and plan before leaving.
Home Away from Home for My
Horses
Having visited WPB for years, I had
an idea of what I wanted to do. I
knew I didn’t want to be at a Big
Name Trainer’s barn, due to the
higher expense and being “locked”
into a particular trainer’s program
and possibly not being able to work
with other trainers.
This summer, I was on Facebook
browsing a page devoted to Florida
seasonal rentals and saw a post for
a private barn with two available
stalls. I contacted Terri, the owner of
the facility, to ask questions and get
photographs of her place. She was

located in the Little Ranches community, an area I was familiar with
from past visits. I found out Terri
had moved to WPB from Black River
Falls, WI 10 years ago. I liked her
facility, but to be sure, I contacted a
friend of mine who lives in the area
year-round and asked if she knew
Terri. She said she did and that she
took great care of the horses. That
was enough for me! She has been
delightful to talk with and very
helpful in my preparations.
Now I had another choice to make:
dry stall, semi-dry or full-care. Dry
stall means you basically rent the
empty stall and get access to a tack
room, arena(s) and whatever other
amenities the facility oﬀers. It’s up to
you to buy the hay, grain and
shavings. Semi means you buy the
supplies, but the owner/manager
handles feeding, stall cleaning and
turnout. Full care is like boarding—
you bring the horse, they manage
the rest. Every step up in care, of
course, means a step up in cost.
Initially I had thought I would go the
most economical route and just rent
the dry stall. But for
$100 more a stall, I’d

(Above) The entrance to the private farm where the horses will be
boarded. (Right) The outdoor arena with mirrors across one short end.
It also has a covered gazebo to shield observers or visiting trainers
from the sun.

have more freedom and not be tied
to mucking stalls, feeding and turnout. Since I have to do that at home
(with my husband’s invaluable help),
I decided to be a bit of a princess for
a few months, so I opted for the
semi-dry. That way I could volunteer
at shows, perhaps judge at some
shows, or visit friends in Ocala or
anywhere else for a few days.
What are costs for stalls in Florida? It
ranges tremendously! The farther
away from WPB, the cheaper. You
can find a dry stall from $200 in the
far “suburbs” to $10,000 or more
closer in. (That’s not a typo!) Costs
for semi/full-care go up from there.
My Home Away From Home
I knew from visiting WPB that renting
an apartment or home for the
season could be over $1,000 or
more a month. That might be workable if I had a roommate or two, but
it was too pricey for just me. I knew I
did not want to rent a room in someone’s house because I wanted a little
privacy and not feel like I was being
Continued on next page

Florida Snowbird continued
rude if I holed up in my room! So I
decided to live out of my trailer. I do
have a living quarters with a bathroom, shower, dinette, microwave,
stove top, refrigerator and full-size
bed (and heat and air conditioning,
as I could need both!).
I first checked into the Lion Country
campground, thinking that would be
a great option because there would
be RV hook-ups, pool and laundry
facilities. Unfortunately, they are
booked out for two years! Then I
consulted my Florida campground
guide, and found a nearby place that
promised RV hookups, pool, restaurant, laundry facilities and other
amenities—all in a natural setting.
I thought, “Bingo!” I went to the
website to check it out. Well, it was
“natural,” alright! A little too natural
for me—it was a nudist campground! Now I’m a pretty much liveand-let-live person—people need to
do what makes them happy and
fulfilled, but I guess I’m more of a
prude than I thought I was!
I finally found a place at a lovely,
large horse facility with RV hookups. I contacted the owner who sent
me photos and told me the price,
and I booked it. It’s no more than
five minutes away from where my
horses will be boarded, and it’s
about 5-10 minutes from Global
Dressage Festival, Palm Beach
International Equestrian Center
(show jumping), polo, as well as the
day-to-day needs: gas stations,
grocery stores, tack and feed stores,
and other shopping. The beach is
about 20 minutes away. Perfect!
Other Preparations
After I had secured “homes” for my
horses and me, I still had a lot of
research about what to prepare for
and bring along. I talked to many
friends who had been taking horses
there for years and friends who live
there year-round. I found out what
they did to keep their horse’s skin
from getting the nasty “bugs” and
infections that horses can get
through the soil and the options to

buy feed,
hay and
shavings.
Hay is
expensive
there, so I
intend to
pack as
many bales
as I can get
into my
trailer’s
third stall
and even
The RV hook-ups are down this section of the driveway on the left
bag some
in the back. Hopefully there are no alligators in that pond!
in clean
garbage bags to carry in the livingtime we’ve decided to overnight the
quarters section. This will help me
first day near Perry, Georgia, at a
transition my horses from my hay to
facility a friend uses and recomwhat I can buy there.
mends for stop-overs. That means
the first day we will travel about 15
Other supplies I’ve stocked up on
hours, with the second day being
include UlcerGard for the trip, a
about eight hours.
sand colic preventative to feed
monthly, extra halters, coolers,
I’m a pretty gutsy trailer driver, but
saddle pads, sheets, winter blankets
the thought of snow and ice makes
(sometimes the temps drop and
me nervous. That’s why I had first
when you have totally clipped
thought of having my horses shiphorses, they need the extra protecped to Florida, and then I would
tion), and all the usual tack.
drive my trailer down, filled with hay,
and stop wherever and whenever I
I also needed to get a travel certifwanted. However, when my husband
icate, stating the horses are healthy
heard how much it would cost to
and have up-to-date vaccinations
ship the horses one way (minimum
and a negative Coggins. I’ll need this
of $1,200 each), he decided he’d
when we stop at the ag inspection
drive with me. Actually, I’m very glad
station after entering Florida.
because first, it’s nice to have
someone to talk to! Second, Mark
I’m also thinking of things I’ll need in
can help me if something goes
my living space. I’ve lived in my
wrong on the trip. He also can help
trailer for show weekends, but four
me get the trailer connected to the
months requires a few more basic
RV electrical and water hook-ups
things—like a toaster and a coﬀee
and make sure all of its systems
maker! Without a lot of counter
work. He’ll stay with me in Florida
space, I have to think “eﬃcient.”
for a few days (some golf time!), and
And then there’s clothes! Besides
then fly back home. Hopefully our
riding clothes, I need items for warm
departure date will be clear sailing
and cooler weather. Fortunately, my
weather-wise! I also hope the
trailer has good closet and storage
weather is cooperative in Wisconsin
space, but I also plan to keep things
for my friend, Marie, who will stay at
in the horse area, which is accessour place and watch over our house,
ible through my bathroom (I’ll clean
dog, cats, her horse and my remainit out, of course!).
ing horse, while Mark is gone.
Final Preparations
I talked with friends who have made
this trip about the best travel routes.
While my husband and I have driven
our trailer for 23 hours straight, this

It certainly takes a village for something like this to happen, and I’m
grateful my dream is coming true.
Stay tuned for next month, as the
adventure becomes real….

A Beginner’s View of Working Equitation
Photos, Article by Diane Brault
This past summer, a couple of
friends of mine, DeAnn Howard and
Becky Myers, talked me into
learning about something new:
Working Equitation. They both had
some familiarity with the discipline,
and had a growing desire to try their
hands at it.
“Western Equitation?” I queried.
“Western dressage?” I tried again.
“No. Working Equitation,” they
replied.
Western equipment can be used,
but so can English tack. In fact,
Working Equitation encompasses
much of our dressage principles
and the dressage Training Pyramid.
You may have read an article about
it in a past Dressage Today magazine or other equine magazine.
Some trainers sprinkle in work with
an obstacle once every week or
two. It adds variety for both horse
and rider, and helps the horse and
rider prepare for the many unknown,
little surprises often encountered in
the show ring or eventing field.
Working Equitation has been a
common discipline in much of the
world, since its development in
Europe in the mid-1990s, but it’s
relatively new to the U.S. It has four
phases and numerous levels within
most phases:
1. The Dressage Phase—with tests
similar to USDF tests, all the way up
to Grand Prix.
2. The Ease of Handling Phase—
tasks and obstacles, done with
calmness and precision. At the
lower level, obstacles are done at a
walk. At the higher levels, riders
travel between obstacles at a trot,
and finally at a canter.
3. The Speed Phase—where
impulsion, straightness and

accuracy are required to win this
timed run through the obstacle
course!
4. The Cow Trial—where horses
and riders team up to work cattle.
Usually, this phase is only oﬀered
to advanced teams at large
competitions.
This article deals only with Phase
2, Ease of Handling, since that’s
the only phase I have any
experience!
My first experience was auditing
a Working Equitation clinic at
Beamor’s Farm in which DeAnn
and Becky had entered their horses.
The horses and riders began
indoors, troubleshooting typical
dressage concepts, including
rhythm, relaxation, submission,
connection, responsiveness. All the
qualities we work toward in dressage are also expectations in
Working Equitation.
The afternoon was
spent in the large
outdoor arena,
where a dozen
obstacles were set
up. There was much
to learn about
negotiating the
obstacles. Each
obstacle was
numbered, and you
had to do them in
order. But, they are
not arranged in
numerical order, and
many numbers were
not visible from the
starting gate! So,
the riders had some
searching to do on
horseback when it
was their turn to
do the obstacles.
If the rider had to
ride down the
arena to get from
obstacle 3 to

Becky Myers and her gaited gelding,
Raven, work on submission.
obstacle 4, and those were separated by several other obstacles that
she had not done yet (i.e., #9 and
#7), she was not allowed to ride
“through” the immediate areas
surrounding obstacles #9 and #7,
on the way to traveling from #3
towards #4. If she did, she would be
automatically disqualified! We
learned this sport is very detailed
and exacting, with myriad ways of
getting DQ’d (disqualified)!
Continued on next page

Here, DeAnn correctly keeps the numbered cone on her
right as she approaches obstacle #2, where she must
pick up, then set the pitcher down on top of the barrel.
Approaching an obstacle from the wrong side of its
numbered cone will get you DQ’d!

Working Equitation continued
Just as in dressage, correct bending
around perfectly shaped circles is
important. Participants have several
opportunities to show these skills
when doing figures around barrels or
poles. In addition, the size they
choose to make their first circle
around a barrel must be exactly the
same as the size of the rest of the
circles! Oops–don’t go around in the
wrong direction or you’ll be DQ’d!
Continued on next page

(Above) Opening and closing different
kinds of gates is a useful skill to have.
DeAnn carefully sets Ellie up to
negotiate a rope gate. (Right) Success!

Correct bending on circles or around poles
and barrels is critical.
Ellie thinks the waterfall is no big deal.

(Top and right) The teeter-totter can catch a horse by
surprise when you go beyond half-way and it tips down
to the other side.

Working Equitation continued
In one task, DeAnn had to pick up a
long pole, carry it “jousting style”
over to a simulated bull, use the
pole to remove a ring from the bull’s
back and transfer it to the bull’s ear!
It was amazing how many horses
were totally freaked out by the
plywood bull shape! But not Ellie!

Equitation. What appears to be
simple is often not easy!
The “catch” in Working Equitation is
that, at a competition, the obstacles
may be DECORATED! (Think pool
noodles, banners and balloons!)
Remember the “donut” obstacle? At
some competitions, both concentric
circles are fenced, and the center
“donut hole” may contain live
chickens or goats!

Knowing that, DeAnn, Becky and I
trailered to Monroe on a hot July
day. There, a friendly woman
opened her outdoor arena to small
groups of riders wanting to work
on getting their horses used to
strange things. Her arena was filled
with obstacles that could stop
Oops! They missed the ring on the bull’s back. most horses in their tracks! I didn’t
think my mare would even walk
I called the last obstacle, “The
into the arena, much less be willing
Donut,” due to its two concentric
to “do” any of the obstacles! But as
rings (or, maybe I was hungry by
the pictures show, our horses surthat time, late in the afternoon…).
prised us. Patience, not forcing, was
On this day, the larger, outside ring
the key.
was described by the orange cones,
and the smaller ring by the blue
The obstacles included rows of tires
cones. At beginning levels, horses
to walk through, a plastic kids’ pool
walked. At the next level, they
with water, a huge beach ball to roll
trotted, and at the advanced level,
around, banners hung on fences like
cantered. As in dressage, the quality
you often see at shows, and much
more. We worked on these tasks
unmounted, and later under saddle.
DeAnn gave Ellie all the time she
needed to check out the puddles of
water in the blue tarp, before asking
her to walk on it.

of gaits is judged, as well as rhythm,
relaxation, connection, constancy of
tempo. Sounds easy, doesn’t it?
Well, as in many things that look
easy, there is a “catch!” Remember
when you first learned that a
Training Level Test required only a
few “easy” circles, straight lines,
and three gaits? Did you think, “Aw,
piece of cake?!” Eventually you
learned of all the intricacies and
hours and hours of hard work it
would take just to score well on
those basics! Same with Working

Another blue tarp held a variety of
plastic trash such as water bottles,
milk jugs, and plastic juice containers.. They were noisy and moved
around at the slightest touch. Yikes!

Plus, the unpredictable movement
of the banner on the fence right next
to the trash also made many horses
nervous. Raven and Nia were given
all the time they needed to examine
the objects, and they were able to
walk calmly through without tension.
The “Waterfall,” where horses walk
through strips of tarp, streamers,
and pool noodles, is extremely
diﬃcult for most horses. As DeAnn
lead Ellie toward the waterfall, she
watched carefully for any signs of
tension/fear in her horse. When
those signs appeared, DeAnn
immediately stopped her horse and
ceased advancing toward the
waterfall. She would advance a step
or two only after Ellie was totally
calm. If this seemed to be just too
much for Ellie, DeAnn would retreat
from the waterfall and do something
else for a few minutes. Then she’d
return to the waterfall and continue
in the same manner. This technique
is called “approach and retreat” in
natural horsemanship. It helps your
horse learn to trust you—trust that
you will never put him in a dangerous situation or force him to do
something he isn’t ready to do. As
Continued on next page

Working Equitation continues
this trust builds, the horse will
become more willing to try to do
more things for you!
Ellie decided the waterfall was no
big deal, and walked calmly through
it, easy as pie!

Raven and Becky played with what
the owner called her “Tunnel of
Terror.” Obviously, its name reflected how most horses felt about it! Its
long, narrow walls were defined by
multi-colored fabric that billowed
with the breeze. Dolls and plastic

The last obstacle was the teetertotter. And yes, it does actually slam
down when the horse’s weight
passes the center of it! Usually that’s
quite a surprise for the horse the first
time around! Once again, patience
and approach and retreat worked
wonders with Nia.

For me, one of the more unusual
obstacles was the mattress. There
were two crib mattresses that made
crinkling sounds when walked on.
By this time, Nia had experienced a
good number of obstacles in a calm
manner. She was so eager to get on
with it that I didn’t have time to step
away from her to take a decent
picture! I apologize for the odd angle
of this photo, but I hope it conveys
Nia’s calm, relaxed attitude as she’s
trying out this unusual obstacle.
Another obstacle had a narrow
space to walk through, defined by
the arena fence on one side and a
couple of barrels on the other side.
The problem was that a half dozen
pool noodles protruded out from the
fence and would brush against the
horses’ legs as they walked through.

All of the horses seemed to know
this would happen, and none were
willing to risk their precious legs by
walking through…until Ellie conquered it. DeAnn used the techniques of
approach and retreat, and lots of
thinking time. Soon enough, Ellie
walked through as calm and cool as
a cucumber!

few hats on Nia, we decided the
umbrella oﬀered the best respite
from the sun! Nia was as calm as
could be with hats on her ears and
an umbrella swinging around and
above her body.

blow-up toys hung inside and
moved with the wind. The footing
was covered with cut branches and
chunks of firewood. A
horse needed to be
brave and nimble to
venture in there!
Meanwhile, things got
hot as the afternoon
wore on. With little
shade in the arena, I
rummaged through the
sun hats in the baby
stroller as the afternoon
wore on. With little
shade in the arena, I
rummaged through the
sun hats in the baby
carriage. After trying a

DeAnn, Becky and I had a lot of fun
learning about Working Equitation! It
dovetails into dressage, and the
obstacle phase has the added benefits of building your horse’s trust in
you and strengthening their confidence in themselves. Can that help
your horse be a better partner with
you? Can that help your horse
become a safer ride, less likely to
shy at the unexpected? Can that
help you and your horse add a little
variety to your training program? I
think so. Try it and see what you
think!

Member of
the Year
Nominations Due Jan. 15.
Send to
secretary@wdcta.org

Time to
Renew Your
Membership
Don’t let this be your last
newsletter or miss out on
other member benefits.
Forms at wdcta.org

Dedicated to the Health & Well Being
of the Horse
At Irongate, our team of four of the most experienced,
compassionate veterinarians in the state are committed to keep your
horses happy, health, and high-performing.

TOP 10 REASONS TO BUY
Jump 4 Joy SHOW JUMPS & XC PORTABLES
#1 Best value. Unbeatable price! FEI approved.
#2 Stronger, more durable. No more scraping & painting!
#3 Poles available in four weights
#4 Safer! No metal. Breakaway features.
#5 Easy to move and adjust.
#6 Versatile. Set fillers angled or upright as vertical.
Jump stands are multidirectional.
#7 Largest range of colors with highest UV protection.

Please contact us at anytime with questions,
or to discuss your horse’s health care needs.
1848 Waldorf Blvd, Madison, WI 53719 | 608-845-6006
www.IrongateEquine.com | Info@IrongateEquine.com

#8 Largest range of designs and personalization options!
#9 Largest collection of specialty shaped designer wings!
#10 All jumps, Xc portables, & brush jumps are
waterproof and will not rot.
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YEAR GUARANTEE

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE

William Fox-Pitt
Eventing Symposium

We are a proud sponsor of the
William Fox-Pitt Eventing Symposium.
We are THE true one-stop riding shop for all equestrians,
regardless of discipline or experience level. We combine a
huge selection of horse care supplies and riding equipment
with personalized, knowledgeable service from
fellow equestrians.

Serving the Madison Area for over 36 Years

Saddlers Row
20066 N Rand Road
Palatine, IL 60074
Hours
Mon-Wed: 10am-6pm
Thurs:10am-8pm
Fri-Sat: 10am-6pm
Sun: 11am-5pm

DonMiller.com

Contact Info
Phone: 888-710-7171
Email: info@saddlersrow.com
Website: saddlersrow.com

EQuester
Advertising Rates

Mechanicals:

Ad size below. Photos should be
submitted as jpegs. Or, mail to editor
for scanning. Include self-addressed, stamped envelope for its return.

Deadline:

All calendar submissions, ads and
payment must be received by the
15th of the month prior to publication. Make checks out to WDCTA.

WDCTA members receive
special rate (in ORANGE).
See calendar information at
bottom of page.

Editor Contact Info:
Caryn Vesperman
newsletter@wdcta.org
W1619 King Road
Brooklyn, WI 53521

1x

6x

12 x

$10 ($9)

$50 ($45)

$100 ($90)

$5 ($4)

$25 ($20)

$50 ($45)

$15 ($12)

$85 ($70)

$150 ($135)

7.5 x 5” or 3.75 x 10”: In eQuester
newsletter with links to
email AND website.

$20 ($15)

$100 ($90)

$195 ($175)

Full Page

$40 ($35)

$150 ($175)

$300 ($350)

N/A

$200 ($150)

$400 ($300)

Description

Business Card
3.5 x 2”: In eQuester newsletter
with link to email OR website.

Classified Ad
Up to 50 words.
In eQuester newsletter with link
to email OR website.

Quarter Page
3.5 x 5”: In eQuester newsletter
with links to email OR website.

Half Page

7.5 x 10”: In eQuester newsletter
with links to email AND website.

Website Banner Ad
180x150 pixels, and can be a
.jpg, .gif or .png

eQuester and Website Calendar of Events Submissions: For WDCTA members only. (Up to 20 words).
INCLUDE THIS: Date > Event > Location > Contact (Name/Phone/Email) > WDCTA-Sponsored Event (Yes/No)
WDCTA Event: Link to organizer’s email and registration form, if applicable
NON-WDCTA-Sponsored Event: Link to organizer’s email only.
Member-hosted private riding clinics cannot be advertised in the newsletter at this time.

WISCONSIN DRESSAGE & COMBINED TRAINING ASSOCIATION
2019 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
MEMBERSHIP TERM: December 1 – November 30
___ RENEWAL

___NEW - Referred by ______________________

LAST NAME_________________________ FIRST NAME_____________________ MI _____
ADDRESS___________________________________________________________________ New members: Please tell us
how you learned about WDCTA:
____ Clinic or Event
CITY/STATE_________________________________________________________________
ZIP CODE_______________

PHONE____________________________________________

EMAIL ______________________________________________________________________
FARM OR BUSINESS NAME_____________________________________________________
*** Would you like to receive other horse-related mailings that are not affiliated with WDCTA?

YES

NO

____ Midwest Horse Fair
____ USDF _____ USEF
____ USEA
____ Pony Club
____ Facebook
____ Current WDCTA member
(name)___________________
____ Web Search
____ Other _________________

DISCIPLINES:

RIDER STATUS:

CHAPTER AFFILIATION:

__Dressage
__Eventing
__Breeder
__OTHER

__Professional
__Adult Amateur
__Young Rider (*age 18-21)
__Junior Rider (*age 17 or less)

__Southwest (SW Wisconsin, Madison and surrounding area)
__Upper Peninsula (Upper Michigan and northern WI)
__Central (Portage, Green Bay, Stevens Point, and central area)
__Kettle Moraine (Milwaukee, Sheboygan, FDL and southeast WI)

* Age as of January 1

MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATION AND FEES
$160 BUSINESS Membership – Includes one USDF Group membership; emailed newsletter; one voting privilege; recognition & business card
ad in eQuester, listing & logo on WDCTA website. Also, INCLUDES Stable, Instructor, Breeder & Business listings (chose one or all four) in both
eQuester & website.
$60 FAMILY Membership - Includes one USDF group membership; emailed newsletter; two voting privileges. USDF requires that an
additional USDF membership be purchased for each additional family member. Add $10 for each additional family member.

$10 Add’l family member name __________________________________________Birth date if age 21 or less_____________
$10

Add’l family member name __________________________________________Birth date if age 21 or less _____________

$48 INDIVIDUAL Membership (Age 18 & over) . Includes one USDF group membership; emailed newsletter; one voting privilege.
$35 JUNIOR Membership -- Birth date ______________________ (must be age 17 or less as of January 1st. Do not use in conjunction
with a Family Membership. Includes one USDF group membership; emailed newsletter; one voting privilege.

$10 HARD COPY NEWSLETTER – Any member requiring a mailed hardcopy newsletter, please add $10 to membership fees.
As a member of WDCTA, I may choose to volunteer for Association responsibilities or activities. I expressly agree that my services are
being provided as a volunteer and that I am not an employee of the Wisconsin Dressage & Combined Training Association. I am neither
entitled to nor expect any present or future salary, wages, or other benefits for these volunteer services. I agree to abide by the WDCTA
Standard of Conduct: to act honestly, fairly, ethically and with integrity and treat all WDCTA members with respect and courtesy.
Applicant Signature_______________________________________________________________________ Date _________________
WDCTA STABLE, INSTRUCTOR, BREEDER, BUSINESS LISTINGS -- Listings on website & eQuester. Must fill out listing form
available on WDCTA website and include payment. (These listings are free when purchasing a Business Membership.)
$10 Stable listing

$10 Instructor listing

$10 Breeder listing

$10 Business listing

$35 for all four listings

Make check payable to WDCTA & mail to Diane Brault, 5184 County Road HH, Barneveld, WI 53507
membership@wdcta.org or 608-924-1808
Date Received ____________

Check #_____________

Amount $______________

Copyright © 2016-2019 Wisconsin Dressage and Combined Training Association. All Rights Reserved.

